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Farming ebon armor eso

You may be wondering what are the best tank sets in ESO? In this article, I will talk about some of the best tank sets in the game, basically a must have for every player who plans to increase in Elder Scrolls Online! These sets here are most commonly used in ESO's endgame, be sure to read all the information for you to understand in situations where you
need these sets! Please note, this is not a list from the best to the worst, more importantly you understand in situations where you need these sets, each group is different, so always communicate with your team if you have the opportunity, that way you can optimize your set better! Tank SetsEbon ArmoryEbon Armory falls into the dungeon Crypt of Hearts 1
&amp; 2. One must have sets for each tank, for both 4 men and 12 groups of men! Increase the health of your entire team by 1000. That may not sound like a lot but it can actually make a difference reducing overall mortality. The setting is easy to detect because it has a unique animation for you 3 red ores floating around you. Roar of AlkoshRoar's Alkosh
Drops in Maw's Lorkhaj Trial. This is an average armor used most commonly on a tank to debuff the boss, it is basically a must have for each group in a test. Debuff from this set is unique and very powerful, but you need to make sure you have a constant supply of force to keep the settings activated. The proc set holds 10 seconds, but each synthesizer
power has a cooldown of 20 seconds so you need at least two different forces to actually get a high uptime on set. That may sound easy, but whenever movement is needed, it can become difficult, plus damage dealers often tend to steal mean-for-means union for tanks, so it can be difficult to get a good uptime. Battalion DefenderBattalion Defender drops in
Cyrodiil from The Reward of worthy boxes. This is a very strong group of four. It is commonly used in Blackrose Prison Arena to combat the large amount of damage to come. The healing of the settings can also be easily increased, up to a maximum of about 7900 as shown in the video here. That means you can easily push out 4000 healings every 1 second
by simply holding blocks. Torug's PactTorug's Pact is a made-up and requires three characteristicss to be studied to create it. The order was used in progressive test groups for tanks that had to apply crusher spells to a boss, to increase the overall penentration values of the group. Torug is often combined with a characteristic transmitted on weapons, to
increase the penetration value further. To make it valuable on a tank, you must run a two-handed weapon on the backbar (Destro Staff), for that way you will maintain the full value of the spell (One-handed weapons have their enchanting effect cut in half). Plague doctorPlague Doctor drops in the Deshaan district. This set is often used to enhance the health
of tanks by a very large margin. Sometimes it may be easier for a tank to survive if you increase the amount of health over 50-60k, with the right settings, you can also remain easily maintained. The setup is also quite easy to get as you can buy it from the guild store, especially if you choose not the best in the slot characteristics. AssaultPowerful Assault
powerfully falls into the Imperial City sewer system, it can be obtained through special boxes at Imperial City Vendor. This is another set of vehicles commonly used by Tanks to buff spell groups or damage weapons. The setup effect can be applied to yourself and 5 other team members, each of them receiving 307 weapons or spelling damage. Akaviri
DragonguardAkaviri Dragonguard falls into the Eastmarch area. The setup gives you a 15% reduction in costs on your end which is very powerful if you plan to reduce high cost ultimates like Aggressive Horn. The setup is also quite easy to get as you can buy it through the guild store, especially if you buy not the best in the slot characteristics. The nice thing
about this setup is that you can front or back the bar it, so that you can run a more optimized setup and still get your cost reduction on expensive end. YolnahkriinClaw's claws come in two different versions, Claw of Yolnahkriin and Perfected Claw of Yolnahkriin. The perfect version adds an additional health bonus, but the unique five-piece bonus is the same
on both sets. This set is another nice choice that you can use, especially since it gives Minor Courage, giving your team 129 spells and weapon damage and it stacks up together with Major Courage of the Perfect Vestment of Olorime set. GearBeekeeper's Gear of beekeepers falls into the Greenshade Zone. This is a very suitable set, mainly used to promote
a construction that specializes in really high rehabilitation. Alessian OrderAlessian Order can be purchased with Cyrodiil from Vlastarus Elite Gear Vendor. This is also a very suitable set, a little stronger than beekeeper if you have enough resistance to promote really high rehabilitation as in solo werewolf builds for example. That way, even if you forget to use
your healing abilities, the rehabilitation will carry you for a while. Eternal WarriorEternal Warrior decreases in the basic game trials Hel Ra Citadel, Aetherian Archive, Sanctum Ophidia. This set is like failsafe, when you drop below 25% of your health achieve a huge healthboost and above all you also get the last 100 points. The setup could potentially lead to
some crazy regen money in the end if you manage to proc the settings on cooldown. Brand of ImperiumBrands of Imperium drops in White Gold The settings give you and your team a pretty big shield in a short time. The only downside to this is that it has a long cooldown. The order is often used in four-man dungeons to protect allies from damage. You can
also bar a setup bar if you want. Lunar BastionLunar Bastion drops in Maw's Test. When you activate a synthetic power, a large circle will appear on the ground and apply small shields to your allies every two seconds. This can be a nice health consolidation for the group. Leeching PlateLeeching Plate falls to Imperial City Prison. When the procs set it puts a
field of poison on the ground, the poison field heals you for the amount of damage it causes. This can be powerful, if several enemies are hit at the same time. Worm's Raiment Worm's Raiment falls into the Vaults of Madness dungeon. The set is commonly used in magicka-based groups in 4 or 12 groups of people and can be used on a tank. 145 magicka
recovery doesn't sound like a lot, but it can really make a difference. if you have a full magicka group I can definitely recommend this setting, obviously if your team members have no maintenance issues, then this setting becomes kinda not related. The settings also have a pretty unique animation, you can recognize it by the blue ores floating around your
character. VeneerHircine of Hircine of Veneer drops in Selene's Web dungeon. The order works like the Worm's Raiment set. It provides a 145 percent resilience boost for the entire party. it is mainly used in endurance-based testing groups. If your team has sustained stamina issues, then this setup can definitely help! The settings also have a pretty unique
animation, you can recognize it by the green ores floating around your character. Morag TongThe Morag Tong drops from Cyrodiil at Bruma Elite Gear Vendor. The order can also be used on a tank to support the possibility of toxic and disease damage from damage agents. It is quite easy to keep up as it only requires a direct damage ability to get it to proc.
Monster SetsTremorscaleTremorscale head falls in Volenfell dungeon and the shoulder comes from Glirion's chest undeterred. The set adds a unique debuff to the enemy, reducing their physical resistance in 2395. This can be very powerful in a group that concentrates stamina. Lord WardenLord Warden heads drops in the Imperial City prison dungeon and
the shoulder comes from Urgarlag's chest undeterred. The additional resistance from this set is very strong and it can reduce the damage done to the group greatly. BloodspawnBloodspawn head drops in Spindleclutch II and the shoulder comes from Maj's chest undeterred. This is a good set as it increases the final regen and also increases your overall
resistance almost permanently as long as you keep getting hit. It drops in a basic game dungeon and is therefore quite easy to get, think of it as a good starter set. The mighty ChudanMighty Chudan head falls to the ruins of Mazzatun Dungeon and the shoulder comes from Urgarlag's undeterred chest. Running out of time tanks already have access to the
major resistance buff, sometimes this can be good though, because it will save you resources and time because you won't have to constantly re-apply resistance buffs. After that, Chudan is a Set to choose, plus it also gives you an extra health bonus and extra resistance. Swarm MotherSwarm Mother head drops from spindleclutch dungeon I and shoulders
come from Maj's chest undeterred. This is a more appropriate set if you do not have access to any of the possibilities that chain enemies. With this set, you can automatically let enemies be dragged to you. VykosaVykosa's head fell from the Moon Hunter Keep dungeon and the shoulder came from urgarlag's chest undeterred. This is also a very suitable set,
only really used to reduce the damage that comes in a very short time. The duration of the debuff is very short and the cooldown of the set is very long, so you really have to time it to get it right. ThurvokunThurvokun head drops from the Dungeon Fang Lair and the shoulder comes from urgarlag chest undeterred. This set can be used on trash fights because
it has such a large area it consists of. If enemies standing in bile are offended, they will be debuffed with Minor Maim &amp; Minor Defile, reducing their damage and healing by 15%. And 15% is a lot of damage reduction can be very helpful. You can get Minor Maim also from skills like Heroic Slash or Choking Talons, but when wearing Thurvokun, you can
focus on other things and then you don't have to worry about the drops of Minor Maim.EarthgoreEarthgore helmets in Bloodroot Forge dungeons and shoulders coming from urgarlag chest undeterred. When an ally drops below 50% health and you heal him, a blood type will drop and heal in 30000 in 6 seconds. This set can act as a proc failsafe, you just
need to make sure that you have some kind of healing on your tank (Blood Altar) and then proc Earthgore will automatically proc, even if you don't currently see the player. Proc only affects one player though, keep that in mind. Related Content
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